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The Battleof the Books

If the question set for us had been, "What knowledge is worth having?" the
answer would have been, "All knowledge." But if that answer were given, we
should have become involved in equivocations concerning what constitutes
knowledge, and (if it is worth having by definition) by whom it is thought to be
worth having (the demand for knowledge is exceededby many other demands
on the open market), and for what purpose it is thought to be worth having (the
answer "for its own sake" might seem to depend on circularity in argument).
Still more equivocationsarise in discussingthe question, "What knowledge is
most worth having?"-equivocations concerning the order of acquiring
knowledge, the manner of discovering it, the means of imparting and disseminating it, and, finally, the supreme equivocation of our times, the comforting
anxiety that for the first time in history no one man could survey the accumuIations of knowledgein all fields asthe virtuosi of the Renaissanceand the eighteenth century were still able to master all knowledge.It is important to understand, before undertaking the discussionof education, why that discussion,Iike
any other fundamental discussion,is involved in equivocation.To achievesuch
understanding,however, it is necessaryto avoid becoming involved in the total
equivocation that is frequently the mark of a fundamental discussion.I have
therefore chosento discusswhat knowledge is most worth having in terms of a
single equivocation, one of the most persistent and inclusive of controversies
the battle of the books, or the quarrel of the ancientsand the moderns.
theAnci'entand
The tide is borrowed from Swift's An Accountof a Battelbetuteen
ModernBooksin St.Jamu Librarlt, published in I 704 together with ,4 Taleof a Tub.
They were written in defenseof Swift's patron, Sir William Temple, who had
published An Essa2upontheAncfuntandModernLearningin 1690. The very considerableamount of scholarshipthat has been devoted to the quarrel makesit
dilficult to understand.There had been a similar quarrel between the ancients
and the moderns in France, but again there is little scholarly agreementabout
Most WorthHauing(Chicago
Reprinted from "The Batt-leof the Books" in Booth, ed,.,Theltnouledge
University of Chicago Press,1967).
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the influence of the one on the other. If it is true that the battle of the books
still goes on and that the discussion of liberal education and general education are skirmishes in it, the determination of what knowledge is most worth
having shares with other phases of the battle both a tendency to ask questions
which run into quibbles, confutations, and satirizations and yet to raise issues
which determine major stages in the evolution of education and culture. The
questions seem trivial because of their basic and far-reaching ambiguity; the issues are major because they aflect our conception of art, science, and practice
and our use of them in the development of character and communication. In
both respects, the battle ofthe books at the turn ofthe seventeenth and eighteenth centuries may serve as an introduction to the knowledge most worth
having.
The ambiguities of the battle ol the books are of three sorts: an ambiguity
about the arts and the sciences, an ambiguity about the relation of the arts and
sciences to religion and politics, and an ambiguity about the old and the new in
the knowledge most worth having. The first ambiguity has led to the supposition that the quarrel was between ancient and modern philosophy and science
and only secondariiy about literature in England, whereas it was between ancient and modern literature and only secondarily about phiiosophy and science
in France. All the important words, like "discipline," "art," and "science," are
ambiguous precisely because what they stand for was in process of growth and
transformation. To treat them as if they had a single meaning is to make the discussion a series of absurdities. When we talk about the interrelations of the "disciplines" today, we think of the disciplines as subject matters and bodies of
knowledge. Late medieval, Renaissance, and early modern battles of the books
marked the transition from disciplines conceived as arts and methods to disciplines conceived as fields and established bodies of knowledge. The sciences
borrowed frorn the humanities in the late Middle Ages and the Renaissance:
the first formulations of scientific method were derived from rhetoric, dialectic,
and sophistic; philosophy and the humanities had begun to seek a scientific
method in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: the Newtonian and Cartesian methods were used to form sciencesof human nature, morals. and criti-
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holes in the weak sides of Religion and Government. The problem of education
is the problem of the relation of reason and argument to society and religion as
weli as to morals, arts, and sciences;it is the problem of the relation of reason
and argument to social values and ultimate realities.
The third and fundamental ambiguity in a battle of changing fronts and of
regrouping contestants is in the identity ofthe opponents, that is, the recognition of the ancients and the moderns, the determination of what is established
and what is new. It is not a simple question to be answered by calling classical
scholars ancients and contemporary satiristsmoderns. Swift was an ancient; his
opponent, Richard Bentley, the modern, was a great ciassical schoiar, one of
the innovators of modern methods of studying the classics.The use of "modern" philological and scholarly methods often made "ancient" methods of
inteipreting

texts irrelevant and understanding them unnecessary, as when
Bentley undermined Sir William Temple's judgment and commendation of the
Ietters of Phalaris and the fables of Aesop by showing them to be inauthentic.
Bentley gave no interpretation of what the texts said once he had shown them
to be spurious, in spite of the fact that apocryphal works have been important
and influential and that our interpretation of Aristotle is stili influenced by the
works of pseudo-Aristotle and the commentaries of the pseudo-Aristotelians as
well as by the works of Aristotle. Dr. Bentley was Royal Librarian of St.James
Library, in which the Battle of the Books took place.
The ambiguity concerning the ancients and the moderns is not removed by
placing the battles ofthe seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in the sequence
of other quarrels of ancients and moderns: in the Renaissance, the "moderns,"
who a{fected Greek and called themselves "neoterics," cu}tivated the arts that
Peter Ramus had instituted to repair the imperfections of the ancient and medieval liberal arts; in the fourteenth century, the "antiqui" and the "moderni"

cism. The Renaissance revolt against Aristotle made use of other ancient philosophers, lil<e Plato and Democritus; the eighteenth-century revolt against
Aristotle made use of modern philosophers like Bacon, Descartes, and Locke.

were logicians who battled abouf the principles and methods of one of the liberal arts; in ancient Rome, where the liberal arts were enumerated and described, the quarrels were political and social: one could not be a "modern,"
since"modern?$" is a postclassical word, but one might take pride in being a
"homo nouus,"that is, the first of one's family to hold high office (and thereforefavorable or pejorative-a man newiy ennobled or an upstart). Cato the Censor, who was a staunch opponent of Greek learning as a danger to native Roman virtues and who was said to have been taught Greek in his old age by the

The second ambiguity arises from the relation of the arts and the sciencesto
values and society, to religion and politics. When the use of reason and of arguments is considered, instances or problems are usually sought in science and
literature. Yet the problems of the interrelations among the disciplines are determined by and include the relations of the disciplines to actions and to values.
The disciplines are actions and affect values. Swift states the reason for the extension satirically in the opening sentence of the preface to A Tale of a Tub: the
Wits of the present are so very numerous and penetrating that the Grandees of
Church and State begin to fall under horrible Apprehensions lest they pick

poet Ennius, was a homonoausand the remains of his writings are the beginning
of Latin prose literature. When they are placed in the series of changing circumstances and applications, the battles of the ancients and the moderns seem
puzzling and pointless, and to have no siglificant relation to each other or to
the circumstances and problems of their times. Neither the ancients nor the
moderns won at any stage in the two thousand years of war; or' more accurately, since there is so little agreement concerning what they were fighting
about, both sideswon and both lost. The battles of the books could easily be ignored, except for literary diversion or literary scholarship, if the battle were not
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still raging and if the argumentsdid not stateproblems ofprofound importance
in terms that still waver on the edgeof nonsense.
The battles of the ancientsand the moderns mark the major stagesin the development of Western education and (what is the same thing) Western culture
and learning; and the significanceof the battles for the onward march can be
seenby placing them in the context of the methods of the liberal arts and the
problemsof the arts and scienceson which they were practiced.The battle of
the antiquiand the mlderniin the fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries was a
battle of logic. It was based on the newly translated works of Aristotle. The
translation of Aristotle in the twelfth and thirteenth centurieswas an event of
overwhelming importance, sinceit made available in one block a new method
of inquiry and proof and a body of sciencesand scientificproblemstreatedaccording to that method. It was a quarrel concerning the problems and the principles of the sciences.Humanistic studieswere concerned with Roman literature and Latin Christian poetry and prose.Both sidesof the quarrel were based
on the works of Aristotle, variously interpreted and developed by Arabic,
Greek, and Latin commentators.The di{ferencesconcerning the principles of
the sciencespreparedthe backgroundof method and of material for Galileo's
investigationof motion.
The battle of the neoterics
in the sixteenth and seventeenthcenturies was a
battle ofrhetoric and ofthe reduction ofother arts to rhetoric. It broadened the
province ofrhetoric from persuasionin the narrow senseoforatory to include
all discourseand communication,prose and poetry, scienceand art. The two
parts of rhetoric-discovery (or invention) and disposition(or proof)-were
applied to all disciplines.Plato and Greek literature were studied in the humanities, and the mathematical arts of the quadrivium were elaborated in the
sciences.Ramus reformed all the liberal arts and Alsted compiled the first modern encyclopaedia.In this dispute Aristotle was given a bad name, but he was
not guilty of as many errors as Cicero and Quintilian.
The battle of the ancicnts
and the mldemsin the seventeenthand eighteenth
centurieswas a battle of the liberal arts as a whole or a battle of learning. The
modernsbasedtheir positionson the philosophyof Bacon,Descartes,Newton,
or Locke, and they defendedmodern poetry againstancient poetry. In the humanities, modern aswell as classicalliterature was studied and the new science
ofphilologywasused.Indeed,the complexitiesof the battle are containedin the
ambiguities of the word "philology," which is the love of logos,or the study of
"learning" or of "literature" or of "language." In Martianus Capella'sDe nuptiis
philologiae
etMncurii in the fifth century, Mercury representseloquence,philology "love of learning"; Mercury presentshis bride with the sevenliberal arts as
handmaidens. In Bud6's De philokgiain the sixteenth century, philology is the
study of letters or literature. With the instauration of modern philology in the
eighteenthand nineteenthcentury,it becamethe studyof the languageof literature. This is the battle treated by Swift. In that battle the Royal Librarian of
St.JamesLibrary, a classicalphilologist, is characterizedas a "fierce champion
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of the Moderns." I He sometimeslosthis head in replacingbookson the shelve
and put Descartesnext to Aristotle and Hobbesnext to Plato.2In the battie itself, Aristotle shot an arrow at Bacon, whom he missed,but he hit and killed
Descartes,3
much in the manner of the heroesof classicalepics.
The last two phasesof the battle of the books were so important in the history of American education that it is difficult to account for American education and culture without taking them into account. The programs of the early
universitiesin America were neoteric.The early listsof thesesof Harvard Collegereproducedin Morison'shistoryof Harvard Collegeare neotericdoctrines
and Perry Miller produces evidenceto support his contention that the logic of
Ramus was no lessinfluential asa sourceof Puritanism than the theology ofAugustineand Calvin.aThe transitionfrom the revolutionof the "neoterics"to the
new learning of the "moderns" and the significanceof that transition for the
arts and their subjectmattersmay be seenin the educationof one man whose
career touched the beginningsof two universities,Dr. SamuelJohnson,student
and tutor in the Connecticut collegeswhich developedinto Yale University and
first president of King's College which developed into Columbia University.
SamuelJohnsonreceivedthe A.B. at SaybrookCollegein 1714 at the ageof
eighteen.Among his notebookswas one dated l7l4 and entitled Tichnologia
siu
technometria;
Ars encyclopaidia
manualisceuphiknphin; Sltstema
liberartis.Its prefaceis
a brief (one and a half pageslong) history of philosophy, which ends: "Among
these innumerable men the principal sectswere Platonists,Peripatetics,and
Eclectics.The leaderof the eclecticsectwas that great man Ramus, at whose
feet,asit were,therefollowedRichardsonand then Ames,the greatestof them,
followed him and we follow Ames. (From ail thesea new eclecticsecthassprung,
5 The Tichnologor Enc2clopedin
viz., the Neoterics.)"
exhibits severalneoteric characteristicsthat were also notable in the teaching at Harvard: the interest in encyclopedia and "rule of encyclopaedia" ("orbis ille et circulus artium," "enkukliospaedeia,"the cycleoflearning,or of education,or of culture,or, asit might
also be translated,generaleducation),the conceptionof educationas art, or
techne,
or technology, and the organization of all knowledge in a seriesof dichotomousdivisionsof the arts.The treatiseconsistsof 1,27| numberedtheses
of which the first is the definition of "art" as "the idea representingand directing eupraxia,"the ninth a definition of "eupraxia"as "the orderly motion or action
1. A Tatt oJa Tub, to whith is addedTheBattteof theBooksand theMechanicalOperationof theSpirit' ed.
A. C. Guthkelch and D. Nichol Smith (Oxford: Oxford University Press,1920),p. 225.
2. Ibid., p. 226.
3. Ibi d., pp.24+ -45.
Centur2(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
4. Morison, Haruard Collegein the Seuenteenth
Centurl@oston
Press,1936), pL 2, pp. 580 - 638; and Miller, TheNew EnglandMind: TheSeuenteailh
B eaconP res s l, 96l ), p. I 16.
5. Preface to An Enclcl.opedinoJPhihsophy,vol. 2 of SamuelJohrcon, Presidentof KngI College.His
Careerand Writing.s,ed. Herbert Schneider and Caol Schneider (l\ew York: Columbia University
P ress 1929),
,
p. 61.
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of an agent in acting," followed by a division of the arts into archetlpal and
[pal, entypal and ecrypal,and a classificationand treatment of the ectlpal arts
(whichhaveuniversalrulesand methods)under logic,grammar,rhetoric,arithmetic, geometry,physics(including biology and psychology),and theology'The
last four thesesare concerned with encyclopedia (the universal and circular
comprehensionof all the arts),with philosophy (the love of encyclopedia),and
with pansophia (the knowledgeof all things).
(I768 70),Johnsoncomplain
More than fifty yearslater in hisAutobingrapfui
of the low stateof learning in thosetimes.Studentshad been taught "scholas
tic cobwebs,"and the works of Ramus and Alstedwere consideredas the highest attainments; "they were not allowed to vary an ace in their thoughts from
6 They had heard, in 1714,
ryfConscimce."
and Cases
Dr. Ames' MedullaTheologiae
of "a new philosophy that of late was all in vogr,reand of such names as
Descartes,Boyle, Locke and Newton," but they were cautionedagainstit as
dangerousto religion. No books of learning were available.Johnsonlighted acof Learning,remarking parenthetically that it
cidentally on Bacon'sAdaancernmt
copy
in
the
country and that nobody knerv its value. A
was perhaps the only
to
the colony in 1714 it contained Shake
well-chosenlibrary was brought
and
Newton. In the ambiguities of the
speare and Milton, Locke, Boyle,
with
Neoterics
had becomescholastics
changesrecordedby Dr. Johnson,the
who
was
Edwards,
the advent of the New Learning.Johnson'spupil,Jonathan
Iater
Princeton
Unito become third president of the College of NewJersey,
versiry probably learnedabout Locke fromJohnson.
Dr.Johnson continuedto revisehis work. The influenceof Locke'sdivision
of the sciencesinto physica, practica, and semiotice is apparent in the first
I 73 I , republishedand enlargedin 1743 for
printed editions of the Enc2clopediain
his Yale students:the division of philosophia, the universe of learning, is into
semiotical or rational (logic, grammar, rhetoric, poetry) and real, subdivided
into general (or ontology) and particular (physicsconcernedwith creature and
theologyconcernedwith creatorand our duty).The title of the 1744editionemto theStudlof
phasizedthe encyclopediccharacter of philosophy: An Introductinn
Philosophl,Exhibitinga GeneralVfuwof All theArts andSciences.
Johnsonbecame a
friend ofBishop Berkeleyduring his stayin America and correspondedwith him
philosophi
about philosophyin 1729-30; Berkeleyis quoted in the Elementa
publishedby BenjaminFranklinin 7752,whichwasusedasa textbookat King's
College during the sevenyearsofJohnson'spresidency.It openswith definitions
ofthe "circle oflearning," "art," "science,""philology," and "philosophy."
" 1. Learning (whichthe GrecianscalledCyclopaedia)impliesthe knowledg
of every thing usefulto our well-beingand true happinessin this life, or our
supremehappinessin the life to come. And as our happinessconsistsin the
he
vol. I of samuelJohnson,p. 6. In thesis 1,267 of An Encltlopediaof Philosop@,
6. Autobiographl,
and Cases
o
had rvritten fifty years earlier, "See about anything D. R. G. Ames in Medulla Theologia
Conscience."
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enjoyment oftruth and good, by the right exercise ofour understandings, affections, wills and active powers, it must tal<ein every thing that relates both to theory and practice, i.e. both to science and art; for science is the knowledge of
truth considered speculatively, and art is the knowledge of truth considered as
directive of our practice for the attaining of our true good and happiness. And
all the various parts of learning may be reduced to these two, philology, or the
study of words and other signs, and philosophy, or the study of the things
signified by them."7 This is familiar ground for later discussion of education:
philology "is called also, Humanit2 and the Bell.esLetters," philosophy or ,,the
knowledge of things signified together with a practice correspondent thereto', is
divided into the study of bodies, or sensible things which constitute the natural
world, called physics, and the study of spirits or intelligent moral beings which
constitute the morai world, called metaphysics and moral philosophy.s The disciplines have become subject matters, and the iubject matters have begun the
struggle to settle down within the nineteenth- and twentieth-century boundaries
of the humanities, the natural sciences,and the social sciences.
The questions raised in the battle of the books were basic and therefore ambiguous questions: neither position in such a controversy is clear or demonstrable, and the old and the new seem to be on both sides of all arguments. Yet the
stagesand changes of education and learning are determined bypositions taken
in that controversy because they remove ambiguities to treat unambiguous
problems. As controversy, it has been alleged that there has been an antagonism
between the humanities and religion, a warfare between science and religion,
and a split between the humanities and the sciences.As stagesof progress, the
humanities, the sciences,and religions have contributed data, methods, and insights to each other, but the meanings of each of the terms and its scope of application change as the progress is traced.Johnson's change from his neoteric
position to his espousalofthe new learning may be described in two ways: it may
be stated controversially as a discovery that the neoterics were in fact scholastics or ancients; or the two stagesmay be examined to discover the common
marks of modernity which they shared and the dilferences of problem and circumstance by which the modern becomes ancient in a later modernity.
The old and the new, the ancient and the modern, as their names suggest,
have no fixed and absolute marks, but are defined by methods used and subjects
treated, under conditioning circumstances and facilitating knowledge, in which
ambiguous questions relate matters which are unrelated in the unambiguous
answers that are given successivelyto the questions. It is not a question of the reIation of the humanities to the sciences but a question of the meanings of "humanities" and "sciences" under which the humanities are conceived and developed as sciences,and the sciences are practiced as arts, and sciences and arts
are mutually exclusive, in the encyclopedia of learning. In these transitions, the
7 . Ib i d .,2 :3 6 1 .
B . Ib i d .,2 :4 4 1 .
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trivial oppositionsof the ancientsand the modernscontributeto the progressof
education.The contributioncan be isolatedby examiningthe determinationof
the ambiguous questions.Johnson'suse of "encyclopedia" carries the identifying marks of the neoteric and modern meanings of a critical term or method.
The encyclopediawas involved in the ancient Roman quarrel concerning
Greek literature and learning. Some, iike Cato, opposedits introduction in
Rome, as a debilitating influence; others,like the Scipionic circle, advocatedits
use as a basisfor Roman new greatness.The advocatesapplied the wotd humanitasto the arts, since "humanity" or "human nature" is understood only by
understandingthe greatestachievementsof man, and in appreciatingand advancing those achievements,the liberal arts are a cycle of learning, an enkukl:i
paideia.As in later quarrels, there is an ambiguous touch of modernity and antiquity in both sides;ScipiopraisesCato for recognizingthat the Roman commonwealth, unlike Greek commonwealths,was basedupon the genius,not of
one man but of many, and that it was founded, not in one generation, but over
a period of severalcenturiesand many agesof men.eThe mark of the modern,
however, is in the "encyclopedia" and interrelation of the arts that permit them
to be put to new useson new subjectmatters,asin the plea addressedto Cicero
himself (in a dialogue r.rritten by Cicero) by his brother and his friend to make
up for the lack of a history of Rome by applying the art of rhetoric to the writing of history.roWith the coming of Christianity and in the medieval developments ofJudaism and Islam, there were quarrels concerning the use of the pagan arts. The outcome of thesecontroversiesis itself a matter of controversy,for
the controversiesstill go on, but there is no doubt that the ancient liberal arts
were profoundly modified by the medieval arts or that the preservation of ancient learning is due to the industry and devotion of medieval scribes.The "old
logic" in the rwelfth century was based on translations of the first ftvo books
the "new logic" on new translations,or newly available
of Aristotle's Organon,
translations,of the remaining four books.Logic is an integrated study,however,
and writers in the tradition of the old logic made use of the arts of rhetoric and
grammar to treat probiems that were to be treated otherwisein the new logic.
The new logic openedup the problems ofthe principles of knowledgeand proof
and led to the opposition of the "ancient logic" and the "modern logic": the anAnal2tics(which were unknown becient logic used the methods of the Posterior
fore the coming of the new logic) to baseprinciples on causesand interrelations,
while the modern logic usedthe methodsof rhetoric and dialecticor the methods of sophistic and grammar (elaboratedfrom beginnings in the old logic) to
baseprinciples on rational agreementsor verbal paradoxes.
During the Renaissancethe encyclopediawas rediscoveredand the liberal
was used as the name both for
arts were revolutionized. The word encyclopedia
programs ofeducation in the liberal arts and for ready referencehandbooks of
9. Cicero De RePublica2.l.2.
1 0 . C i c e r oD eL e g ib u1s.1 .5 .- 2 .7 .
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facts and doctrines. There is a natural tendency for a method of discovery to become solidified into a fact or a datum and for commonplaces to cease to be instruments ofinvention and to become instead topics of iteration and quotation.
Peter Ramus and the neoterics used the rhetorical methods of invention and
proofto refurbish the encyclopedia ofthe liberal arts: with successand repetition
it became a mechanical method of dichotomous division to order recognized
doctrines rather than an inventive method of inquiry concerning new probIems. The encyclopedia as organization ofknowledge became a classification of
branches ofknowledge in terms ofwhat was known in each, a dictionary offacts
to supplement and correct dictionaries ofwords. The encyclopedia as program
of education became an organization of branches of study in terms of the interrelation of arts ofwords and of things in the knowledge of all things requisite lor
acting well.
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the encyclopedia became
a universal dictionary of the arts and sciences. It sometimes had a historical
organization, as did Mor6ri's Le grand dictionnairehistori4ue,or Hofmann's Lexiconuniuersale
hktorico-geographiro-chronologico-podtico-philologtcum,
andBayle's Dictionnairehistor'iqueet critique;it sometimes sought to supplement the new dictionaries
of the r,rrlgar tongues by distinguishing between vocabularies that give the
significance of words and dictionaries of notions that describe things indicated
by words, as did the dictionaries of Furetidre, of Corneille, and of Tr6voux;
it sometimes presented a philosophic basis of the arts and sciences, as did
Chauvin's Lexicon rationalesiuethesaurusphilosophicus;it sometimes undertook to
explain not only the terms of art but the arts themselves with emphasis on
the natural and applied sciences, as did Harris' Lexiron technicum,or an (Jniuersal Englislt Dictionarl of Arts and Sciences.Harris' Lexicon was an episode in the
seventeenth-century version ofthe battle ofthe books over the Royal Society
and the new sciences. That battle marks a stase in the seoaration of the arts
from the sciences,and it finds a natural .*t.nrion in the baitle over modern literature and the new science ofphilology. When humanitasbecame plural as "the
humanities" in the modern languages, the modified term took its meaning not
from the nature of man as disclosed in the great achievements of men but from
the creative arts and their scientific study, that is, it became a synonl'rn for
"beaux arts," "belles lettres," or "philology." The progress of education was by
increase in the study of sciencesas contrasted to the study of letters, or humanities, or the arts; and the social scienceslater developed a scientific method to
treat man, humaniry communities, communications, and values. The fragmentation of the subject matter of the arts and sciencescontinued in the succeeding centuries, and oppositions arose not only from the major distinctions
but also between each of the subdivided subjects
The history of education in the United States has been a history of the batde
of the books. In the twentieth century the encyclopedia has become general education, enkukliospaideia.In the development of general education all the forces
that have led to major changes in education at various stages in the past have
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been operative. In the changed circumstances of the twentieth century they
have determined the definition of "general education." The aims of general education have been "general" in four sensesadapted to the needs of our times.
(i) General education is general in the senseof involving or underlying all ltnouledge.There has been an evolution from the survey courses of the 1920s, which
covered all knowledge, to the general courses of the present, which examine
and use methods to solve problems of explanation and action and to bind
knowledge together. In that evolution, disciplines have tended to become arts
to be practiced rather than fields to be mastered. (2) General education is general in the senseof providing the means of communication and bases of community to all men.As the "new men" of Rome were agents in the preparation
for world empire, the "new men" of the twentieth century are agents with new
possibilities of action because of changed world relations resulting from economic, social, and political revolutions. The art of resolving problems by discussion, rather than by expert or authoritative knowledge, constitutes the general education in public affairs requisite for the preservation of democratic
communities and the formation of a world community under the rule of law.
There has been an evolution in general education from inculcation of the arts
by which men get what they want to the formation of a conception of democracy as the use of reason to come to agreement by discussion. (3) General education is general in the sense of forming a framework to organize all expenenc
of individual men. It is education for character, which is a second nature'
formed to reahze the potentialities of human nature in accordance with free
choice and right reason. The evoiution from subject matter and inlormation to
discipline and discussion has been accompanied by an evoiution in the education of the whole man from harmonizing preferences and passions to ordering
powers and actions. (4) General education is general in the senseof building on
the values of all culturesand traditions of the world. Our approach to knowledge
of other peoples has evolved since the Second World War from an arealanguage descriptive communication based on images which peopies construct
of each other to an examination of common problems faced by the members of
a world communiry and from the divisive confrontation of Greco-Roman,
Judeo-Christian, Islamic, Hindu, Chinese, and other traditions to the integrative interplay among the opportunities of one world.
The disputes concerning general education have been continuations ofthe
battle of the books. The neoterics or moderns have continued to defend the encyclopedia and to advocate liberal education as the liberal arts and as general
education. The moderns in general education have identified new problems
and have experimented with new methods for their solution. General education has been iearning and teaching new disciplines and new arts adapted to the
recognition and solution of new problems. The paleoterics or traditionalists
have sought to return subjects that were parts of liberal education at its last
stage to the effectiveness which they once had. They defend training in the liberal arts and therefore advocate liberal education but not general education.
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Liberal education is the acquisition of the knowledge and methods of particuIar subject matters, taught by experts in those fields, who can bring creative insight to imparting skills and knowledge in particular subject marters. The approach is interdisciplinary, but it is an approach to subjects, and traditionalists
tend to be dubious about the general or the universal.
As in the earlier battles, the oppositions are sharply stated antagonistic difrerences;when stated fairiy in their own terms, as in the preceding paragraph, they
tend to seem trivial or reconcilable di{ferencesof emphasis. Both sidesrecognize
the need of innovation and tradition; both use the past to soive the problems of
the present. Yet, despite such likenessesin the opposed positions, the resolution
of this battle will lead, Iike the resolution ofpast battles, to a new form of education, and the new form that uses the past to form new disciplines will di{fer from
the new form that uses the past to rehabilitate established or accepted disciplines. The neoterics must go on to a new form of education: they cannot return
to the philosophy of Greece, the liberal arts of Rome or the Middle Ages or the
Renaissance, or even to the general education ofthe Hutchins college of twentyfive years ago. The traditionalists must go back to the liberal education of experts teaching what they know with confidence and creativity: it cannot be a development of general education in which a structure of problems and methods
is used to prepare all students to recognize and face the novelties ofthought, action, and experience in the modern world, and in which instructors adapt their
teaching to a common pattern rather than teaching what they please as they
please. There is talk of pluralism and universality in both camps. The one is a
pluralism of disciplines to treat common problems; the other is a pluralism of
fields and ofapproaches that experts think proper to different fields. The one is
a universality or commonality of inclusiveness and connection; the other is a
universality or commonality of distribution and selection. To bring out the di{:
ferences, it is wise to abandon the effort to state both sides fairly in therr own
terms and to set forth instead a statement of the issuesas viewed by the neoterics, who continue the tradition of Ramism and the New Learning in American
education, but abandon the specific forms of those traditions to traditionalists.
As in the past, it is not possible to distinguish a neoteric from a traditionalist
by determining whether he reads and teaches ancient or modern books. The
influence of the neoterics in the transition from medieval to modern education
was to reformulate the liberal arts for the study of Greek literature and modern
Iiteratures and for the study of ancient mathematics, medicine and cosmology,
and modern sciences.Bentley was a modern in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries; he was one of the inventors of the new methods of classical philology.
The neoteric innovations at the University of Chicago have sometimes been
called "Aristotelian," and I was somewhat surprised to discover, after I had come
to the University of Chicago, that I too was an Aristotelian. It might seem that
an Aristotelian philosophy, an Aristotelian literary criticism, and an Aristotelian
general education are traditionalist. As they emerge in the long iine of neoteric
and modern encyclopedias and programs of study in American education,
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however, they are clearly neoteric, and they may be used as starting points for
new forms of philosophy, criticism, and education.
I have always been a neoteric. From the beginning of my teaching career
I have worked with committees and sta{fs forming and teaching general education courses. Even my interest in Aristotle was a neoteric discovery. During
many years of undergraduate and graduate study at Columbia University and
the University of Paris, I never took a course on Aristotle because none was
given at those universities in those years. I had many courses on Plato in which
I learned that he dichotomized the world into two worlds of changeless ideas
and changing things, and that Socrates played sophistical tricks on his adversaries. I had also learned that Aristotle had enslaved men's minds for two thousand years. When I read Aristotle I found the experience interesting and rewarding, and therefore I gave courses on Aristotle, edited collections of the
works of Aristotle, and wrote papers on philosophic problems that he treated
and on the methods he used in stating and solving them. I was amazed to be
called an Aristotelian for two reasons. In the first place, my interpretation of
Aristotle does not agree with what are commonly held, on the authoriry of recent scholars, to be Aristotelian doctrines and errors. In the second place, the
positions I have taken on many philosophical problems are not the positions I
have attributed to Aristotle, and the methods by which I have discussed the
issues and established my conclusions are different from those I attributed to
Aristotle in important respects. I have never troubied to point these di{ferences out because the name "Aristoteliari' is used not to describe a person or
a position but to be unkind, and if I was to be charged with guilt by associa
tion, I could not do better than be associated with the Master of Them That
Know.
Several of my colleagues at the University of Chicago and I published a collaborative work, Critics and Criticism, Ancfuntand Modern (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1952). Battles were recounted in the work, but they were not
battles between the ancients and the moderns, despite their appearance in the
title. It was a neoteric pluralistic work. One of the approaches that we made to
criticism was based on Aristode's Poeticswhich we held, perhaps somewhat arrogantly, had never been interpreted correctly or used effectively in the period
of almost twenty-four hundred years since its composition. Our uses of other
approaches and our expositions of the advantages of pluralism were barely
noticed. The position of the "Chicago school" was Aristoteiian. We were convinced that the treatment of a work of art as an artificial object to be examined
in itself brought important properties of the work of art to attention and heightened appreciation of it. None of our critics criticized our novel approach to
Aristotle. The method was assumed to be Aristotle's, possibly because we acknowledged that it was; it was assumed that it was not a good method of criticism, possibly because it was ancient. The neoteric approach is to discover the
new and the stimulating even in the familiar and the forgotten. We were not being pluralistic in the sense of reporting that one can approach poetry in this way,
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in that way, and in still other ways. We viewed the appreciation of poetry as a
complex experience, and we sought to bring out di{ferent aspectsof that cxperience in criticism. We were not practicing eclecticism but applying aesthetics
there are wrong as well as pertinent ways of philosophizing, but among the
wrong ways the one which operates on the assumption that there is one right
way which is recognized easily by the meanings it setsforth and the nonsense ir
detects in ali other approaches is more prolific of errors and stultifications than
most other misused methods or misguided assumptions.
During the thirty years ofthe evolution olthe general education program at
the University of Chicago, I learned repeate dly during visits to New York and
Washington, Boston and New Haven (opinions were less uniform in the West
than in the East) that the general education programs were Aristotelian in
Chicago. I never knew how to relate that judgment to what we were doing or
what we were saying. I knew no Aristotelians, in the sense of men who adhered
to the principles, methods, and doctrines of Aristotie, among my colleagues.In
my own contributions I have borrowed more from Dewey than from Aristotle,
but the common borrowing may still have been "Aristotelian" since I am convinced that Dewey sharesmuch with Aristotle if account is taken of appropriate
neoteric transformations of a common method to changed circumstances.
Moreover, we did borrow from the language and distinctions ofAristotle in constructing the encyclopedia essential to neoteric education, and we were convinced that metaphysics provides the basis for that encyclopedia and for the
higher learning in America. The Ramist encyclopedia, which influenced early
American education and gave lorm to Alsted's and Commenius' compilations
of knowledge, had moved from the arts of discovery to the recitation of discoveries. The encyclopedia of the new learning based on Bacon and Locke, which
influenced American education in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and
gave form to the French Enc2clopidie,had moved from the augmentation of
knowledge to the subdivision of the branches of knowledge. In the face of the resultant fragmentation of knowledge, the new encyclopedia should bring out the
connections among the branches of knowledge and should make the methods
used to form and connect them available in general education. It is possible that
a single method may be adapted to the unification of all sciences and all knowledge, but a pluralism of methods, disciplines, and arts is better adapted to the
neoteric orientation to new problems, new situations, and new discoveries.General education based on the methods ofthe natural sciences,the social sciences,
and the humanities may with justification be viewed as an adaptation of
Aristotle's distinction of the theoretic, practicai, and poetic sciences.More important than establishing the remote ancestry of the program is recognition of
the fact that it has grown and changed constantly, and neoterics may hope that
changes made today will buiid on past accomplishments to go on to a new program. It wouid be disastrous if a traditionalist abandonment of general education brought us back to a program indistinguishable from the requirements and
distributions ofthe 1920 or the 1892 form ofliberal education.
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The forcesofour times make for neotericismasdid the forcesoperativein ancient Rome and in RenaissanceEurope. The basic force is the appearanceof
"new men" every'where,and the education proper to the new men of the present is determined by the contacts of cultures, in which humanity or mankind
emergesin a new normative and e{fectiveform while the individual or man
facesnew possibilitiesand new dilemmas. One of the first actions of the governmentof India afterits establishment
in 1947wasto appoint a UniversityEducation Commissionin l94B under the chairmanshipof Radhakrishnan.The
report of the commission,publishedin I950, containsan excellentstatementof
"The Aims of University Education"rr basedon the five objectivessetforth in
the Draft Constitutionof the Republic of India adoptedin August 1949.The
problemsofeducationaltheory and practiceare taken up under the five heads
of democracy,justice, liberty, equality, and fraternity.l2 "Professionaleducation
is di{ferent from general education, not so much in its subject matter as in its
method, oudook and objective. To give a basic understanding of the principles
ofscience,history and literature is the aim ofthe generalcourse;to train experts
in them is the aim of the specializedcourse."r3The treatmentof generaleducation in chapter 5ra makes use of the American experiencein general education.rs A committee of Indian educators visited the United Statesin 1954 to
study the forms that generaleducation had taken in the United States.A second
team came in 1956.The representativesof sevenAmerican universitieswent to
India in 1957to continue the discussionand to help Indian universitiesdevelop
general education.
The emergence of new men in Europe and in the Americas stimulated
general education in long establishededucational systemsas well as in newly
formed collegesand universities.In 1957the French Office of Higher Education invited the four American ResearchCouncils-the American Council of
LearnedSocieties,the National ResearchCouncil, the SocialScienceResearch
Council, and the National Council of Education-to sendtwo representative
each to meet in discussionof problems of general education with a like number
of French educatorsrepresentingthe disciplinesof the humanities, the natural
sciences,
the socialsciences,
and education.The committeeof eight then went
to Norway to hold a like conferencein Oslo. The problems of general education that had arisenin France and Norway were consequencesofchanged conditions. In both countries studentswith approximately the same background
and training had for a long time sought entrance to universitiesand technical
schools in fairly constant or moderately increasing numbers. What should
be done when greatly increasednumbers from more diversified backgrounds
ll. Thefuport of theUniaeniQEducationCommission,
Drcmbn 1948 August1949 pel};Li:published
by the Manager of Publications,1950),l:32-67.
1 2 . I b i d . ,p . 3 6 .
1 3 . I b i d . ,p . 4 2 .
1 4 . I b i d . , p p . 1 17 3 8 .
1 5 . I b i d . , p . 1 2 1.
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sought higher education? What is general education for all citizens? How
should the new kind of students be given some acquaintance with and some
competence in all knowledge? What is a unified experience in education and
how should education contribute to the formation of character? The rapidly expanding University of Puerto Rico set up a separate undergraduate Faculty of
General Studies for variations of like reasons. In the United States the problem
of general education has arisen, as it has more recently in India, from phases of
the relation of technical or professional education to the broader and more basic aims of education: the fear that the land-grant colleges might debase academic standards by emphasizing technology and agriculture early earned them
the name "cow colleges"; the newjunior colleges,community colleges,and the
old teachers colleges transformed into liberal arts colleges have recently developed in a cloud of controversy about their experimental contributions to general education and their susceptibility to local pressures or their abandonment
of education for vocational and community training.
The programs of general education for new men in new conditions are affected by new influences in the proliferation of knowledge, the contacts of cultures, growing awareness of mankind and world community, and new problems
in the formation of the individual and the integration of character. New methods of teaching fundamental disciplines and making available the ideas and the
methods developed in the various branches of human knowledge and activity
provide the basis for new encyclopedias and new synoptic programs of studies.
A sense ofthe importance ofunderstanding the values of other cultures and promoting communication among the peoples of the world has broken the rigidity
of divisive cultural traditions. Humanity in the sense of a common awareness of
mankind has prepared a reorientation from the di{ferences of the humanities
and the sciences to a search for common solutions to common problems despite
differences ofcultural traditions, ideological beliefs, and local loyalties. The recognition that education is an activity and a practice of the arts of living has
reduced the artificial separation ofreason, attitude, and feeling in translating
the methods of knowing, doing, and making into a general education for the
formation of character.
The University of Chicago has made important contributions to general education: it has promoted the adaptation of the encyclopedia and the disciplines
of learning to the problems of men knowing, deliberating, and perceiving. The
changes in the program that are now under consideration are one more stage
in the battle of the books. How can the new program recast the disciplines that
have been the continuing strength of general education to equip men to take
hold of new possibilities and to f;ace new problems? There are many ways to
treat the structure of problems and methods of the modern world. One will be
formed and put into elfect as a result of discussion and agreement at the University of Chicago during the next few months. It would be unwise to predict
the outcome, since the future is uncertain; and it would be imprudent to advertise my preferences, since I shall be a participant in the deliberations, and
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foreknown positionsseldom survive to the end in the dialectic of discussion.On
the other hand, the generallines of the battle of the books in which we are engagedare clear, and the possiblecoursesofaction should be seenconcretely.To
avoid the restrictivevaguenessofcautionary abstractionI suggestthat we abandon the perspectiveof faculty program construction for the perspectiveof student educationalplanning. Imagine a studentwho came to the university about
twenty-five years ago. When he was ready to graduate,the A.B. was the degree
for generaleducation,and he had passedfourteen comprehensiveexaminations
to qualify for it. He is now planning an education for his son and daughter.
Since he is a neoteric he is convinced that new disciplines,different from those
he acquired,are now needed,and that thosenew disciplineswill not correspond
to the four subjectmatter divisionsof the graduate school.He is also convinced
that the new disciplineswill be based on the old disciplinesbut will avoid the
rigidities and limitations into which they had fallen, and that the liberal arts will
preservethe continuity that contributed to thefu effectivenesswhen they were
adapted to new problems and circumstancesin past renaissancesand revolutions in education.His meditation is therefore a neoteric revolution of four general coursesto fit a new encyclopediaor cycle oflearning. It runs as follows:
"I had a good coursein the humanities in which I acquired arts of appreciation, analysis,and criticism. It did not extend beyond the fine arts, but I learned
to read books history, philosophy, rhetoric, drama, epic, prose fiction, lyric
poetry. I hope that the disciplineshave been extendednow to include the reading and interpretation of works of science,law, and policy aswell. The humanities are the study of the great achievementsof man. It was an accident of history that they were limited in modern times to the fine arts. The works of
Euclid, Newton, and Adam Smith have humanistic aspects;poetry, music, and
mathematics have comparable structures,and tropes, analogies,and proportions are basicallythe same;my understandingofplot asthe argument of drama
was improved by studying related argumentsof orators and related facts of history, and I should have liked to extend that understanding further by relating
thosestructuresof discourseto the structuresof argumentsin philosophical and
scientificinquiry and proof. The humanities ought to becomeagain not a study
of philology or the language of the arts but a study of the arts themselvesin
which the manner ofpresentation is related to what is presented.PhilosophybeIongsin the humanitiesbecauseit is the art of arts and the scienceof sciences
and arts are practicedin the discoveryand transmissionof the sciences.
"I had a good coursein the socialsciencesin which I learnedabout the behavior of individuals and communities, about character, action, and institutions. The disciplinesof the behavioral scienceshad already been extended to
include intellectual and cultural behavior. But there was a tendency to explain
away philosophy and science,morals and justice, art and taste by social circumstances,
mores,and ideology.I hope that the reciprocityof the humanities
and the social scienceshas become more apparent as they come to be seen
as arts of making and practices of doing rather than as independent and
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contrasted subject matters to which antagonistic methods are appropriate.
They will then be related as architectonic disciplines,for the arts or human sciencesare architectonic becauseman's great accomplishmentsin all fields are
accomplishmentsof the arts he has acquired, and the practical or socialscience
are architectonic becausemen's characters,values, and accomplishmentsare
conditioned by the social and cultural circumstancesin which they are reared
and by the attitudes, available materials, and sanctions that determine their
common activities.Behavior and community affect interestsand criteria in art,
science,and philosophy; art, science,and philosophy are behavior affecting
men and communities. In antiquiry Aristotle thought of political scienceas a
singlesciencewith two parts: politics concernedwith the institutionsof state
and ethicsconcernedwith the habits of men; economicswas a prerequisitero
politics and the intellectualvirtues-including art, prudence,and sciencewere treatedin ethics.In the eighteenthcenturypolitical economywas a single
science,and in the twentieth century the sociologyof knowledge is restrained
in its imperialistic tendenciesby the philosophies of sociology.We have been
developingnew architectonicdisciplinesin the socialsciences.
"I had a good courseon the nature of the physical world, including the natural functions and evolution of animate beings.I hope that the disciplinesof the
natural scienceshave been extended to reconstitute natural philosophy to acquaint studentswith the interplay of ideasand methods that relate the particles
of quantum mechanicsto the cosmosof relativity physics,the changesin mathematicsthat have made possibleand have resulted from changesin physicsto
the changesin knowledgewhich they embodied and produced, and the use of
models and explanationsin the whole intermediate region. I hope that the disciplines of natural philosophy are extendedto include the bearing of the nature
of things on the valuesand the activitiesand the communities of men and to the
influence of the conceptsand methods of scienceon other disciplines.World
order has a meaningin the socialsciences
aswell asin the natural sciences,
and
the institution of world order by the one scienceand the discovery of world
order by the other scienceare not unrelated to the world order exemplified in
practice of the arts of humanity or mankind. Natural philosophy is an architectonic discipline that influences and is influenced by the practice of the
architectonic disciplinesof arts and of practical actions.
"In eachofthesethree coursesI was taught to usedisciplinesthat cut acros
the subjectmattersof the humanities,the socialsciences,and the natural sciences.That was an essentialaspectofgeneral education,and the changesthat
I supposehave occurred make the scope and importance of the disciplines
clearer and depart from the supposition that they are applied to distinct and
separatesubject matters. I also took two coursesthat integrated the knowledge
presentedin the other courses-the History of WesternCivilization, and Observation, Interpretation, and Integration (which later became the Organization, Methods, and Principlesof Knowledge). I hesitateto speculateon the new
form that the discipline of history and the discipline of theory-formation might
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take, but provision should be made for the disciplinesby which historical facts
are determined and theoretic laws are formulated, and in which the student is
made familiar with important facts and ideas of history and with basic structures of phenomena and conception. They should both treat facts and communications, ideas and facts, words and actions, and the interpretation and
explanation of statementsand activities. We Iive in a world of concrete facts,
which are recounted in history once they have occurred, and which are observed, interpreted, and integrated as they occur and after they occur, to be
projectedin statementsand actionsbasedon history and theory designedto determine factswhen the future becomesthe present."
Our imaginary student did not go beyond the A.B. degreein his formal education, but he had received a general education and he has continued to use
it. His plan was thought out hastily,and it did not have the benefit of expert academic debate and refinement. But he is a neoteric and a pluralist, and he realizes that the structure of problems and methods which he seeksis an encyclopedia that may be made a program of teaching and learning in other courses
than those which he has constructed. What is important is that education
should acquaint men with such problems and methods, and I share our student's confidencethat it can be done better by planning the structure than by
waiting for its emergencefrom the accidentaljoining of particular skills and
individual collectionsof facts and information.

